Mister Chairman, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would like to emphasize that chemical weapons should be accepted as a humanitarian crime all over the world, be kept on the agenda in different ways, especially in educational institutions, and young minds should be guided correctly in this regard.

I'm a doctor. My specialty is pharmacology. I'm teaching how to cure diseases. In the parasympathetic nervous system class, I explain that the drugs are used for dementia, such as Alzheimer's disease. The treatment mechanism of the Alzheimer's drug is the same as that of nerve gas killing. When I tell my students that these mechanisms of action are also used to destroy/to kill people, I see them looking at me in fear and I continue to explain how we can treat this situation and how to treat or keep them alive who's been poisoned with nerve gas.

I have been watching for many years that the awareness among young people is not enough. This issue should be excluded from political reservations and the sensitivity of young minds around the world should be increased. One of the most important targets in this issue is to exclude this issue from political reservations. It is important to raise the awareness of the world public in apolitical conditions because I believe that the inadequacy to date has been a drawback.

This issue should not be left to talk only on political grounds. It is not only a political issue. It is a violation of human rights, such as racism or rape. It is the deprivation of the human right to life, no matter who does it.

It is not right to cry when watching videos, or to address this issue on a country-by-country basis. All these people should be told repeatedly that these attacks with chemical weapons are crimes against humanity. The most important improvement can be achieved by training of the mentalities that will become or select managers in the future. Only an informed public can prevent this. I don't think it can be avoided as long as it stays behind closed doors.

Something is definitely wrong here. Meeting every year is not enough. Something should be added on it. Because, we live in a world where those responsible are not afraid or excluded.

People should avoid using chemical weapons, just as they escaped from racism or rape. This can not be achieved only by political initiatives, but by the pressure of the people.

Thank you for your kind attention, and I wish for this statement to be made part of the final CSP record and posted on the external server and website. At the same time, I propose the formation of a team to raise awareness of young brains around the world. Thanks to the trainings of this volunteer team, I demand that the efforts to establish a strong public opinion in the world, especially among young people, be initiated as soon as possible.
I believe in the sanction power of the public all over the world as I believe the solution is in young people’s minds. With all respect.